Cupid Conspires With Thieves
In Players' February Production

Humor, romance, and mas- cular dance will unite in the Players' presentation of Jean Anouilh's most successful drama, "Thieves' Carnival," Feb. 1-3 and 7-9. The setting is a plush villa in Villefranche, the home of two attractive young girls. The plot hinges upon the invasion of the villa by those aficionados thieves, and two country bumpkins. This will be the second major production presented by the Players this year. Cast of the first act precociously is as follows: Dan Brown, Bob Campbell, Jack Honeyman, Mike Hughes, Marc Jochin, Joe Kempf, Dianne Lenear, Dave Maloney, Mary Beth McAllister, Theron Meyer, "Terry" Tenhaken, and Tom Wilsner. Janet Baum, 18, misses of Mr. Robert Moran, director, is also in the cast.

Assistant directors are Trish Ahron and Dianne Lenear. Student tickets ($6.50) and adult tickets ($12.50) may be purchased from any member of the Players.

Teaching Staff
Gains Three New Members
Two new and two returning faculty members will teach in the departments of Physics, economics, and business administration next semester.

Mr. Arthur J. Schell, instructor in Electronic Engineering, is a native of South Bend and a graduate of Butler University. He has been associated with the universities of Purdue, Indiana, and Notre Dame since 1942. In the electrical engineering department at Purdue, he was responsible for the development of the student's battery. He also worked on various projects for industry.

Mr. James J. Murphy, who will replace Mr. C. J. Fayard, instructor in Business Law, is a graduate of Notre Dame and of Indiana University School of Law. Having passed the Indiana State Bar Examination, he was admitted to practice in September 1954. Mr. Murphy is a claim representative with the Indiana Insurance Company.

Miss Mary Malamis, returning from a leave of absence for doctoral study at Indiana University, will teach The History of Economic Thought and Mercantilism at Indiana University. She will continue her doctoral studies in partial-time at Indiana University.

CD Committee Offers New Evening Courses
In an attempt to increase audience understanding of jazz, the Marian College Civic Defense Committee is planning a month of evening classes. Also two non-credit courses, First Aid and Fundamentals of Music, will be offered under the direction of the Red Cross. These may replace one hour of physical education.

In case of an emergency, Mutual of Omaha, through the Marian College Red Cross Station, 143 in District 16, while Clare Hall basement has been declared a nuclear fallout shelter.

(Continued on Page 3)
Illness Preys on Students

A strange epidemic is spreading through Marian's halls this week. Scientifically termed "Examination Panic," it has its symptoms pre-exam tension, sleepless nights, worry, sudden blankness of the mind, and the inability to concentrate.

Nearly all students are susceptible to this affliction which tends to pop up about twice yearly and usually lasts approximately two weeks each time.

As yet science has discovered no miracle drug to relieve panic sufferers. As with most illnesses, "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of care," the prevention being continuous.

A. M. Meyer

Book Review

New Role for Laymen

The "lay apostolate" is a phrase used by Catholics in the last thirty-five years. After many centuries of inactivity, it is beginning to be felt and felt to fill its place in the Mystical Body. He is no longer a dormant, passive, merely existent body, but he is an active worker together with his clerical and religious brothers.

Under the moderation of political, executive, and legislative leaders will be taught in the near future.

Marian students can promote adult education by encouraging their parents and others who might be interested to investigate and attend this spring's lecture series, to begin Feb. 16.

Under the moderation of political writers and Kadn, award-winning reports for the Indianapolis Times, and Bill Wildhack, daily columnist for the Indianapolis News. Eight speakers, one each evening, will discuss "The Many Faces of Politics," "Judicial, Executive and Legislative Leadership," "Education," "Ethics" and "Women's Special Role.

Father Gregory Forbes, S.J., will speak on "Personal Religion and the Bible." An instructor at Brother Pfotzer Preparatory School, Father Pfotzer will take the Bible off the shelf and have no Bible, and teachers. His talk should uncover the magnificent spiritual and personal importance of God's message in the Bible.

Speaking on "Religious Education and the Christian Conscience" will be Father John LaBauve, B.V.D., missionary in Labrador and Mississippi, engaged this year in mission work for the Indianapolis archdiocese. Father will treat such questions as school segregation and independence of church and state, as possible solutions to the problem as a whole.

The "New Mathematics" will be the topic for Sister Frances Marie, O.S.F., of the mathematics department, who is the author of several articles and papers on mathematics. Offering parents and elementary school teachers a unique opportunity, this course shows the kind of progressive mathematics children are being taught or will be taught in the near future.

While primarily planned for out-of-school adults, students are also urged to attend these lectures. For this purpose, a reduced rate of $2.50 has been set.

A.M.M.

Signs of Times

(ACP)—The appearance of numerous black and yellow felt hat signs on campus buildings has been noted. These signs that plaster the appearance of Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, Ky. But this point is made by the College Heights Herald, campus newspaper.

Perhaps the campus would be more attractive without the black toppers cluttering the walks of our buildings. However, so far the peacekeepers' attempts at abolishing the possibility of noise may have been unsuccessful. Maybe, in a few more years, Western students may find that such signs stimulate the removal and destruction of all such careless of the cold war. But what time comes, the shelter signs will remain as a symbol of the troubled times in which we live.

Weddings

Miss Sherry Conner '62 to Mr. Joseph Kemp '65, Our Lady of Lourdes Church, Louisville, Ky., Jan. 26.

Miss Judy Stavich '62 to Mr. Walter White '62, Our Lady of Lourdes Church, Fort Wayne, Ind., Jan. 6.

Miss Margaret Ann Murray to Mr. Michael B. Roberts '62, Little Flower Church, Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
Marian Netmen Squelch Rose Poly Drive: Mike Noone Leads Point Tally With 22.8
by Terry Caldwell
Knights' 57-48 win over the Peabody Pioneers in the final game of the Poly season, Jan. 17, Pete Dattilo chipped in 21 points against the Knights and Mike Noone contributed 18. Final score was 74-60.

Two nights later, however, they fell to St. Procopius 61-52 after leading at the half-time 33-30. Another road trip the same weekend saw Marian lose to Rose Poly game, Jan. 17. Pete Dattilo chipped in 21 points against the Knights and Mike Noone contributed 18. Final score was 74-60.

Finks rolled over the big boys at the Poly game, Jan. 17. Pete Dattilo chipped in 21 points against the Knights and Mike Noone contributed 18. Final score was 74-60.

Mike Noone's 21 points led the individual scoring. Marian completed the Water Safety Sevens. As a result, the team was able to reach its peak, 6-8, in the Rose Poly game, Jan. 17. Pete Dattilo chipped in 21 points against the Knights and Mike Noone contributed 18. Final score was 74-60.

Mike Noone, Sports Editor
by Guest Editor Jim Watkins
Basketball players many times are looked upon by the student body as a group of privileged individuals who take extreme pride in insuring that their fellow students are entertained. This shallow expectation is primarily due to the fact that there are few persons who actually know what the life of a ball player is like from September through February.

From the time he rises in the morning until 5:30 p.m., his day is no different from the average student's, but when students are home relaxing in front of the television or reclining in their rooms, the basketball player is working out and doing more than his share.

Practice usually consists of warming up for an hour by means of various shooting drills. This is followed by an hour or more of fast breaks and drills. The final hour is devoted to strategy or actual competition. A mental lapse or a forced shot during scrimmage or weak defense results usually results in a verbal barrage from the coach, which is tantamount to a reprimand.

The Indiana Comets game is probably one the boys would most like to win. With a little luck, they will be successful this Friday night.

After this Marian will have only three home games remaining. They will attempt revenge at the expense of Oakland City and the Knights could very well end the season on the credit side of the ledger.

Note: The final score was 74-60.

Velikan Heads Scoring Column in Intramurals

Three weeks of weekly basketball have produced a sur­prise and proven a few justified expectations.

As expected, the Trojans (3-0) and the Finks (2-0) are leading the field for the title, but just maybe, maybe one other team, the Lucky Sevens, with 2-1 record, could slip past the leaders and take the title.

The Lucky Sevens slipped one spot on the Chemists (1-0), the week after a victory over the Chemists, 51-45.

By beating the Irish 52-40 the Scots put themselves among the front runners. Scots' speed and rebounding were just too much for the Irish (52), despite their strong shooting.

Big Frank Velikan keeps pouring points, 29 the week after vacation and swept away the game ball game 46-39. It was a light game all the way, but great teamwork and a little luck paid off for the Lucky Sevens.

By beating the Irish 52-40 the Scots put themselves among the front runners. Scots' speed and rebounding were just too much for the Irish (52), despite their strong shooting.

Big Frank Velikan keeps pouring points, 29 the week after vacation and swept away the game ball game 46-39. It was a light game all the way, but great teamwork and a little luck paid off for the Lucky Sevens.

Displaying great teamplay and ball handling, the Trojans racked right over the Roaches 69-58 for their third straight victory. This put the Trojans in the cellar with the Chemists, each of them sporting a 0-3 record.

The Finks-Chemists game should be a close contest. Both teams have height, speed, and ability; and the Chemists would like nothing better than to neutralize the Finks for good. The points, 23 the week after vacation, was 18 points. Mike Noone was high man with 25 points.

Mike Noone's 21 points led the individual scoring. Marian completed the Water Safety Sevens. As a result, the team was able to reach its peak, 6-8, in the Rose Poly game, Jan. 17. Pete Dattilo chipped in 21 points against the Knights and Mike Noone contributed 18. Final score was 74-60.

Mike Noone Leads Point Tally With 22.8

It is with great sorrow that the student body of Marian Col­lege has been infected with a fatal disease. The diagnosis reveals a serious case of basketball apathy. Don't send flowers; just send a gym full of enthusiastic fans.

Wouldn't this sound strange in our new, navy blue sweaters with gold "M's", thanks to all those who supported the "Grave Yard Smash."

Fosters dominate the intramural scene with some wholesome winter sports. From an unphilosophical writer, try the Navarick for ideal winter sports... You can't beat the northern "arm-candy" Millis for skiing, or the Finks take fr ice-skating, hockey, and curling.